INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FOR SUPPORTING SELF-CONTROL IN THE FORMATION OF A RATIONAL LIFESTYLE FOR DIABETICS PATIENTS

Introduction. Modern Diabetes mellitus is dangerous, chronic endocrine disease that originates from the disorder of metabolism, connected primarily with violation of carbohydrate exchange. Providing the necessity of independent self-control of health status of diabetics patients is the urgent problem of present time. The use of information technologies and mobile medicine facilitates enhancing the efficiency of self-control of health status by the patient.

The purpose of the paper is to develop a combined information technology to enhance the efficiency of glycemic self-control in case of diabetics at different stages of treatment.
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Results. We offer the algorithm of determination of the state of glycaemia regulation system based on the analysis of test results of glucose tolerance and the extended classification scale of glycaemia control (norm, violated tolerance (non-obvious diabetes, latent form, risk zone) that enhances the split ability of standardized methodology and enables timely measures of prophylactic actions to prevent real violations in glycaemia control system. An algorithm is implemented into software for desktops, tablets and mobiles under Android OS.

The developed information technology of decision-making support to choose an adequate mode of activity and meals for patients with diabetes helps to calculate the misbalance between energy gained by chosen menu (by the set of foods and dishes) and energy spent at the different types of the pre-arranged activity (physical, intellectual etc.).

Conclusions. Introduction of the designed algorithm in mobile devices is aimed to facilitate the availability of early diagnostics of violations in carbohydrate regulation system that may assist to reduce risks of emergence of obvious forms of diabetes mellitus. The use in the designed technology the principle of the external combined adjustment, that unites positive features of adjustment by disturbance with adjustment with feedback provides the possibility to enhance efficiency of self-control of the health status for the patient. The technology is implemented for desktops, tablets and mobiles on Android OS and enables access to information for the user with different degree of violation in carbohydrate exchange adjustment — at the state of preambulatory help and during the treatment.
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INTRODUCTION

Diabetes mellitus (DM) is dangerous chronic endocrine disease that originates from the disorder of metabolism, primarily associated with violation of carbohydrate exchange. Next to cardiovascular and oncologic diseases it occupies one of the leading places on medical-social scale. Starting from 50-ies of XXth century we may observe the constant increase of morbidity, spreading and death rate caused by this disease; the problem has been studied in many publications of leading diabetologists [1–4]. According to the estimates of the International Diabetes Federation (IDF) about 425 million people in the whole world suffer from diabetes. If nothing is done, the number of people with diabetes may rise to 629 million to 2045 that makes almost 6,5 % planet population [5]. World Health Organization relates this disease to the class of noninfectious epidemic [6, 7].

In Ukraine diabetes is one of the wide-spread diseases, and about 1,3 million people suffer from it; one fifth of patients are insulin dependent [8, 9]. Prevalence of DM in Ukraine in 2010 constitutes 7,6%, while in the year of 2030 it is expected to reach 9% with the amount of patients, if corresponding measures won’t be taken, grows up to 35,5% [10].

As diabetes is regarded to be a chronic disease that does not provide permanent control from the side of a doctor, thus in such situation this function has to be fulfilled by a patient. It serves the WHO recommendations related to the change of paradigm of rendering assistance in such diseases, focused to the change of accents in the treatment process. Now the advantage in decision-making related to the correction and support of the compensative state of such disease belongs to the patient [11, 12]. The necessity of self-control for patients with diabetes is the urgent problem of present time [13–16]. Now a doctor himself comes forward as an expert, while the final decision belongs to the patient, that he makes with the consideration of sociological, psychological and social factors. At the same time a
problem of ethic nature arises, as grows the patient’s responsibility for the diabetes status. The use of information technologies and mobile medicine facilitates the efficiency of patient self-control of the health status.

**PROBLEM STATEMENT**

It must be noted that deficit of sugar reducing hormone of insulin or resistance to it lies at the core of the carbohydrate exchange violation that makes impossible glucose absorption by tissues. The result of such disorder leads to a high level of glucose in blood and its variability. If fluctuations of glucose level have a long duration nature and occur often, it may result in vascular complications that end in early invalidization and increase of death rate risks [17].

Commonly accepted therapy is basal-bolus regimen. Its core principle is based upon the attempt to recreate pancreas function related to its reaction on food. It is of replacement nature that consists in insulin discrete injections, coordinated with a carbohydrate constituent in the predictable meals under discrete control of glucose level in blood with the help of glucometers [18]. It must be noted that such treatment needs active participation from the side of a patient and depends fully on his motivation, skills, knowledge, while not all patients strictly follow doctor’s recommendations. Even experienced patients with high motivation that fulfil all medical recommendations may face unsatisfactory results. It often depends on the individual peculiarities of regulation related to insulin-resistance, inflammations in the places of injections, allergy on a metal etc.

In treatment technical means that support insulin therapy are also often used, such as: portable devices of insulin infusion into hypoderm by pump (intensification of basal-bolus therapy) [19]. Such method does not eliminate the problems related to variability of the glycaemia, hypoglycemia situations and other complications as well. Devices of the continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) [20] are also widely used in treatment, and they provide information of the level of glycaemia during the day (each 5 minutes) and signal about dangerous hypo- and hypoglycemic situations to take timely measures for their reduction.

These technical developments considerably enhance the efficiency of glycemic control and are components that substantially contributes to the creation of artificial pancreas with closed feedback. It must be said that these data are not exact, because continuous monitoring system provides information about the level of glucose not in blood, but in an intercellular liquid; these levels are different, but the tendency of glycaemia dynamics is traced [21].

Such technical possibilities aimed to support glycaemia adjustment improved the process of standardized insulin therapy, but the problem of choosing the insulin dose that compensates carbohydrate component in meal is still relevant as the usage of glucometers, the systems of continuous monitoring and infusion systems do not eliminate the occurrence of hyperglycemic / hypoglycemic situations and of complications related to the practical use of these facilities (inflammation in the places of contact etc.). Furthermore, these technical devices are expensive enough and inaccessible to a wide public.
Diabetes is a very complicated endocrine disease that needs various supports: not only pharmaceutical due to the synthesis of new medications, not only technical due to development of new devices, but, taking into account the challenges of modern time associated with the swift development of informative society, it needs information support (computer, mobile, Internet etc.). A patient is unable to fulfil the desire related with the realization of effective control of his diabetic status if he does not have an access to the necessary information tool. It should be mentioned that worldwide different diabetes researches pay a lot of attention to this very important problem. A great number of scientific reviews and thematic articles is dedicated to the problem of its actuality and to the research of the efficiency of use of information technologies, for example [22-25], where the implementation of information technologies aimed to improve diagnostics, treatment, monitoring and diabetes control is analyzed.

In survey-analytical works [23, 26-28] the information on efficiency and strategic prospect of the use of information telemedical component in the process of diabetes treatment is given.

World experience of the use of mobile telephones in medicine, including diabetology, is given in the following survey [29]. Technical capabilities of telephones and their closeness to the owner give real-time opportunity to get and to give necessary information to the user. Practically all modern smartphones have organizers facilities that facilitate health control in case of chronic diseases, diabetes in particular. Smartphones are capable to register and to send to the doctor personal data of health status, meals, physical exercises, level of glucose and other parameters via means of communication (SMS, websites posting).

The majority of researches of the state of those diabetic patients who self-control their health status by monitoring a consumption of meal, physical activity and regular glucose measuring indicate improvement in control of this disease [22]. Generally, plenty of information about concrete applications of mobiles may be found in Internet. Along with the positive appraisal of the use of mobile devices whilst granting consultations to patients with DM, authors of survey [30] drew attention to problems associated with mobile expenses and their compensation to users. Together with advantages of information technologies some authors take notice on drawbacks in diabetes treatment, that are - higher cost of primary and technical services, complication of the use of computer and information systems for medical personnel and patients who do not have sufficient experience with computer devices. However, the demand for mobile applications constantly grows [31, 32].

The analysis of modern researches has shown that use of information technologies, in addition to traditional therapy, improves glycemic control with different efficiency at different clinical situations for patients with diabetes [22]. There is a need in integrated information techniques that combine simultaneously several technologies to provide diabetes treatment.

**The purpose of the article** is to develop integrated information technique of increasing the efficiency of glycemic self-control in case of diabetes at different stages of treatment process.

The information technique is designed to support decision-making for early diagnostics of the state of the carbohydrate exchange system and to provide self-control of glycemic status subject to energetic balance.
INFORMATION SUPPORT OF DEFINITION OF THE CONDITION OF CARBOHYDRATE EXCHANGE SYSTEM ON PRE-NOSOLOGICAL STAGE

The increase of diabetes dissemination is by and large related to its asymptomatic progress on the early stages of disease. For this reason, a person starts seeking advice from a doctor with a delay, when complications have already aroused. At this stage treatment is difficult and expensive.Due to this group of people who consider themselves to be relatively healthy as increased level of glucose does not affect the way of living, the amount of DM patients increase up to 15% annually [1] and dissemination expands. To win the battle against this disease and to take prevention measures against its complications it is crucial to provide an early determination of violations in carbohydrate exchange and timely detection of DM patients. The earlier disease is being identified, the more chances to preserve capacity, the more effective treatment will be.

In WHO Recommendations of 2011 a new diagnostic criterion based upon glycolized HbA1c hemoglobin is approved. Its application simplifies the identification of the asymptomatic stage of the disease. At the same time a new diagnostic scale is recommended: value HbA1c > 6,5% — corresponds to the diagnosis of diabetes mellitus; while 6,4% > HbA1c > 5,7% constitutes a high-risk group; and for HbA1c < 5,7% — is the norm [33]. Introduction the methodology of determination of HbA1c concentration into a practice of diagnostics of glycemic determination status substantially improved identification of pre-clinic stages of diabetes, and its treatment and support at the stage of compensation disregarding the fact that the evaluation according to this method is of accumulative character, as only time-period of three month deviations in adjustment is taken into consideration.

Besides, in practice of DM treatment glucose tolerance test (GTT) based on laboratory analysis data of glycaemia by three information points is widely used: on an empty stomach, in one hour and in two hours on the background of the per oral test glucose loading. Obtained test glycemic profile of dynamics of blood sugar serves as the indicator of quality of functioning of the system of glycaemia adjustment. As a result, three states of the glycemic adjustment system depending on the values of glycaemia concentration on the time scale, that are - norm, violated tolerance, diabetes [34, 35].

Must be noted that diagnostic properties of glucose-tolerance test can be increased due to the improvement of its results processing. The algorithm of determination of the status of glycaemia adjustment system based on calculation and analysis of the linear-weighted sum of the amounts of deviations in test measuring of glucose concentration that differs from the average glycemic norm for healthy people (during the same physical activity) in exactly those three points: on an empty stomach, in one hour and in two hours after the test glucose loading (Fig.1) is offered. With the help of designed diagnostic scale, it is possible to define not only the status of glycaemia adjustment system using a standard diagnostic range: norm, violated tolerance (non-obvious diabetes, latent form) and diabetes, but also to further define a risk zone [34]. A presence of that additional range in the diagnostic appraisal enhance the resolving power of standard methodology that enables to provide timely measures to prevent actual violations in glycaemia adjustment system. The early detection of persons with those violations at the preclinical stage will assist the reduction of disease dissemination.
The implementation of the designed algorithm into mobile devices is aimed to increase the availability of the service of early diagnostics of violations in carbohydrate exchange system that may assist the risk reduction of the emergence of explicit forms of diabetes disease.

This algorithm is implemented in three software variants: for computers, tablets and for mobile devices on Android OS. The screen forms for mobile implementation are shown (Fig. 2).

\[ \delta = \alpha_1 (y_1^1 - y_{1N}) + \alpha_2 (y_2^2 - y_{2N}) + \alpha_3 (y_3^3 - y_{3N}) \]

\[ \alpha_i = \frac{(y_{i\text{max}}^n - y_{i\text{min}}^n)}{(y_{\text{max}} - y_{\text{min}})} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
0 < \delta &< 15 & \text{- norm} \\
15 < \delta &< 25 & \text{- risk group} \\
25 < \delta &< 40 & \text{- impaired tolerance} \\
\delta &> 40 & \text{- diabetes}
\end{align*} \]

**Fig. 1.** Chart of determination of the status of glycaemia adjustment system

**Fig. 2.** Screen forms for mobile implementation: a) window of choosing the module; b) initial data for test input; c) diagnostic window
INFORMATION SUPPORT OF GLYCEMIA SELF-CONTROL.

ENERGY BALANCE

In the course of evolution, a complex system of adjustment of carbohydrate exchange was formed to grant its energy needs. At the same time, it is necessary to maintain the concentration of glucose in blood within homoeostatic limits; the task that is carried out due to coordinated co-operation both — of nervous and endocrine mechanisms. That stable enough homoeostasis in a healthy organism counteracts against various external influences related to the periodic meals, physical and emotional activities, etc. [36, 37].

In terms of control theory [38] must be indicated that in the organism a quite complex and well-balanced automatic system of physiological control with hierarchical framework of direct and inverse relationship is established. A set of glucoreceptors sends the information about the level of glucose concentration to the central nervous system (hypophysis, hypothalamus), and from there via nervous fibers — to the pancreas that secretes a sugar-reducing hormone — insulin, the activity of which increases, if glucose is in a hyperglycemic phase. In case of hypoglycemia a set of endocrine disruptors that perform contrinsular function — opposed to that of pancreas, and in this situation it assists the increase of glycemic level [37].

External glycemic control setting. In a healthy organism all these processes are executed automatically. In a pathological state at diabetes, when automatic physiology control is impaired, such control is replaced by the external therapeutic measures aimed to artificially recreate the perfect physiology adjustment. For organization of artificial process of glycaemia control it would be useful to take advantage of control theory terminology. For this purpose, it is necessary:

- to have a clear idea about the purpose necessary to attain control measures, desirable range of glycaemia values that has to be attained;
- to have information about the influence at least of basic external factors, such as — meals, physical activities that can be considered, although there is an enormous amount of emotional accidents that is impossible to envisage,
- to have data about the state of the object in control — current glycaemia level at the moment of control measures to be taken.

The principle of external control with feedback. Depending on the availability of information mentioned above the approaches of control differ [38]. In case of a technical feasibility to get continuous glycemic control and transportation of basic therapeutic substances into an organism - as insulin, contra-insular factors - then the principle of automatic control with a feedback is being implemented. In case a control device obtains delayed data, one should implement the principle of adaptive control involving feedback contour of prognosis model [39]. At the same time the system reacts on the fact of deviation in glycemic level from its desired value, regardless reasons that caused it.

Feedback is a way to artificial pancreas. The ways of glucose measuring that may replace glucoreceptors are able to implement an adjustment option with feedback, that is the initial stage to creation of artificial pancreas. Lately the design and testing of such devices are being conducted, while problems of making a system of artificial glycaemia adjustment were defined [21, 39, 40]. On Fig.3 the fundamental diagram of control system with feedback (artificial pancreas) is presented.
Principle of external control based on disturbance. In case of lack of automatic control, when the correction of the status runs discretely according to a certain time schedule with some delay — as there is no possibility to work out timely glucose measuring — an attempt to use terminology of automatic control theory would be incomplete, if external influences onto a carbohydrate constituent both — at meals and data of energy consumption during different types of activity are not being considered. To solving such a problem in everyday life the modern information space offers plenty of databases on food and energy consumption with the information offered in article and on Internet web-sites [41, 42]. The possibility of the quantitative consideration of these factors, if spoken in terms of control theory, recreates that part of control process that is called adjustment by disturbance. In such a case the system is invariant towards its internal state and does not depend on glucose concentration in blood because such information is missing. A positive issue of such control grounds on the fact that then the compensation of disturbance is implemented with prior warning of its effect onto glycemic level, in other words before this disturbance affects control parameter. The functional diagram of such a control process is given in Fig. 4.

The weaknesses of control by disturbance lie in the fact that the system enables only a limited number of disturbances. For the designed technology they are — meals and physical activity. An attention must be paid to the fact that the dependence of control measures (doses of insulin) from external influences (meals and activity) is quite complex one and cannot be accordingly realized exactly. Besides, other external influences onto adjustment system may exist as well, that are hard to consider, e.g. emotional disturbances. Another drawback of application with such control principle is that in this case the system becomes invariant towards internal health profile. In our case it means that deviations in adjusted parameter of glycaemia from a desirable level undoubtedly exist, but they are not considered in calculation of a controlled insulin dose according to this control principle.

Principle of the external combined adjustment. Information content in external control constituent taken from databases is given in such a way that user takes for granted as a basis for qualitative energy supply and energy spending should be accordingly complemented by glucose-in-blood measuring before a meal. Data input of these measurements into the calculation of insulin bolus may help to recreate and quantitatively consider smooth mechanisms of glycemic adjustment, that take place in a healthy organism. And in terms of control theory this is the combined adjustment that consists of two constituents — 1) feedback adjustment of glycaemia deviation from a desirable level and 2) adjustment by
disturbance. The principle that combines the positive features of adjustment by disturbance and a feedback by deviation is most precise one and has widespread use. A result of functional diagram complemented by the contour of the discrete feedback harmonized with meals is presented on Fig.4.

There are a few protocols of insulin therapy. The closest to the natural secretion of insulin by pancreas that reacts on meals is **basical-bolus methodology** that is widely used in practice of diabetes therapy. According to this methodology the correction of the compensatory insulin dose on a meal, calculated by carbohydrate choice added by additional dose of insulin depending on the glycaemia level before a meal [43] is assumed.

**Fig. 4.** Functional diagram of control by disturbance

**Fig. 5.** Functional diagram of the combined control - a combination of adjustment by disturbance with feedback adjustment of glycaemia deviation from a desirable level
Thus, basic principles of automatic control theory are applied to therapeutic measures of DM treatment however a discrete mode. The fundamental diagram of such a combined control is presented (Fig. 5).

INFORMATION-STRUCTURAL MODEL

Taking into account the fact that diabetes is chronic disease, while patient faces the problems in private and constantly needs information help, the following task is set: to work out information technology to support decision-making aimed to simplify, bring it closer to the consumer and to make accessible the necessary information with the help of modern computer and mobile means.

A basic factor in medical treatment that accompanies sugar-reducing therapy is a diet therapy. Patients with diabetes of the 1\textsuperscript{st} and the 2\textsuperscript{nd} types must thoroughly learn — first with the help of specialist, then independently — to calculate calories, carbohydrates and carbohydrate choice contained in meals, plan the meals according to individual needs that depend on the type of diabetes, anthropometric data, physical activity of patient and other factors. Principles of choosing a diet of a certain calorie content that meets energy consumption fundamentally depends on type of diabetes. In case of diabetes of the 1\textsuperscript{st} type it is crucial to coordinate carbohydrates in a chosen menu with the compensative dose of insulin that is calculated according to the amount of carbohydrate choice (CC) equivalent to the carbohydrate constituent in a meal. For diabetes of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} type, as it deals with violations of carbohydrate-adipose metabolism persons with excessive body mass have to calculate calories to further reduce. In both cases patients are bound to execute routine calculations that negatively influence the quality of everyday life.

To facilitate it plenty of computer programs and applications that contain necessary information are designed. However, such information is often ambiguous and contradictory. Information support for the developed technology is based on normative documents of Ministry of Health of Ukraine concerning norms of physiologic needs of population of Ukraine in basic foodstuffs and energy [44]. Data related to day's requirement in calorie equivalent for different age groups of adult population given in the article are approximated by equations of regression such as:

\[ Q = A \times W + B, \]

where: \( Q \) — is the day's requirement in calories excluding physical activity, \( W \) — is weight, \( A, B \) — are coefficients of regression.

The results of approximation are given in Table 1.

Activity is considered according to the following formulas:

\begin{tabular}{l c}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very easy</td>
<td>( Q_1 = Q + Q/6 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>( Q_2 = Q + Q/3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle weight</td>
<td>( Q_3 = Q + Q/2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>( Q_4 = Q + 2Q/3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very heavy</td>
<td>( Q_5 = Q + 2Q )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\end{tabular}
Table 1. Coefficients of regression equations for the calculation of daily needs in a calorie equivalent for different age groups of adult population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equations</th>
<th>Q = A*W + B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–29</td>
<td>16,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>15,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–59</td>
<td>14,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 60</td>
<td>13,5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Technological basis of the designed information technology grounds on the information-structural model of the problem focused on the division of all volume of knowledge according to a task organized into separate modules of logically-combinatory type and into modules of calculation procedures that represent their quality features and their specific use (Fig. 6).

The module of data processing provides the interpretation of results, conclusions and recommendations on calories in meals. According to these data the body weight index, recommended mass and weight misbalance are calculated, and those data obtained use as the basis for diagnostic conclusions ("Mass in norm", "Deficit of mass", "Higher norm", "Obese of a 1,2,3 Degree").

A structural diagram illustrates algorithmically envisaged actions incorporated by logical sequence of allocated modules.

The module of input data contains:

- personal anthropometric data, type of diabetes, disease duration, type of activity according to professional activity of user (chosen from the list);
- glycaemia level before a meal, desirable glycaemia level (mmol/l).

Module "Energy balance" combines "Foods" and "Activity" databases.

These modules have a hierarchical structure, constituents of which are grouped and contain corresponding data characteristic for dietology and for the science of labor activity (with the consideration of a consumer basket, national cuisine etc.).

Basic information kernel of the module "Energy balance" consists databases (as dynamic tables with the calculation fields) of foods and types of activity with corresponding hierarchical organization (types, groups, kinds).

In the process of implementation rules of these bases according to the designed algorithms a misbalance between energy that comes into an organism together with the user chosen menu (the set of products and dishes) and energy that is spent during different types of the pre-arranged activity (physical, intellectual etc.) is calculated.

The output of work of this module is the value of calories in foods of chosen menu, carbohydrate constituent, carbohydrate choice and compensatory insulin dose that recreates the component adjustment by disturbance described higher.

The calculation of additional dose of insulin according to the results of deviation of glycaemia level before a meal from the desirable one realizes an adjustment constituent with feedback.

The result of a combined correction is the cumulative insulin dose. It is necessary to consider the individual sensitiveness of patient to the type of insulin, the coefficient of that is chosen personally.
Fig. 6. Structural-algorithmic diagram of information technologies of decision-making — to choose the menu adequate to energy consumption
This technology is implemented in three modifications: for desktops, tablets and for mobile devices on Android [34]. The screen forms for mobiles are presented (Fig. 7).

The implementation of the designed technology in mobile Android applications brings closer information support to the user for the further independent practice of rules of harmonization of insulin therapy with building up an adequate energy balance in relation of energy supply with a meal and its further spending during pre-arranged activity in a calories equivalent.

**Fig. 7.** Screenshots for mobiles: a) starting window, b) input data, c) conclusions, d) choice of database (activity, foods), e) calculation of calories content and constituents (proteins, fats, carbohydrates) for each meal, f) tables of calories taken with meal and spent during pre-arranged activity and insulin dose
The application of the designed combined technology aimed to support a decision-making in diabetology according to the different stages of treatment process (diagnostics, treatment, insulin therapy) with the use of computer facilities of different level of realization (computers, tablets, mobiles) gives an opportunity to enhance efficiency, to bring it closer to the user, to do more accessible an information help to the patient with the different degree of violation in carbohydrate exchange, both — at the stage of preclinical ambulatory help and during the treatment itself. It must be noted that if a correction of insulin dose is exceptional prerogative of treatment process, then a diet correctly chosen with the help of modern information technologies (mobile as well) is the component of decision-making support at all stages of treatment and in everyday’s life.

The approbation of designed information technology was performed in V.P. Komissarenko Institute of Endocrinology and Metabolism in ambulatory care of DM patients and the results have shown positive influence on making a decision in the process of treatment.

CONCLUSIONS

Despite certain achievements in diabetology, diabetes mellitus remains a problematic disease and it needs careful and laborious therapeutic efforts and considerable financial costs to provide a patient an adequate level of life sustenance.

The offered algorithm of determination of the state of glycaemia adjustment system that grounds on the analysis of test results on glucose tolerance and on the extended classification scale of glycaemia adjustment — norm, risk zone, violated tolerance (latent form) and diabetes — enhances the resolving power of standardized methodology that enables timely to take necessary prophylactic measures to avoid real violations in the system of glycaemia adjustment.

The principle of the external combined adjustment that combines positive features of adjustment by disturbance with that with feedback is now admitted to be the most acceptable. And that implies its wider application in developing the information means of decision-making support to finer tuning of carbohydrate exchange system.

The developed information technology of decision-making support to choose an adequate mode of activity and meals for patients with diabetes provides making a decision at different treatment stages through the calculation of misbalance between energy gained by chosen menu (by the set of foods and dishes) and energy spent at the different types of the pre-arranged activity (physical, intellectual etc.). The technology is implemented into software for desktops, tablets and mobiles under Android OS. The use of such technology enables to enhance the efficiency of diabetes treatment and facilitates information help to the user with the different degree of violation in carbohydrate exchange adjustment.
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ІНФОРМАЦІЙНА ТЕХНОЛОГІЯ ПІДТРИМКИ САМОКОНТРОЛЮ У ФОРМУВАННІ РАЦІОНАЛЬНОЇ ЖИТТЄДІЯЛЬНОСТІ У ПАЦІЄНТІВ ХВОРІХ НА ДІАБЕТ

Вступ. Цукровий діабет — небезпечне, поширене хронічне ендокринне захворювання, в основі якого лежить розлад обміну речовин, пов’язаний, в першу чергу, з порушенням вуглеводного обміну. Забезпечення необхідності самостійного контролю за станом здоров’я хворих на діабет є негайною проблемою сьогодення. Використання засобів інформаційних технологій та мобільної медицини уможливає підвищення ефективності самоконтролю пацієнта свого здоров’я.

Метою статті є розроблення комплексної інформаційної технології для підвищення ефективності глюкометричного самоконтролю у разі діабету на різних етапах лікувального процесу.

Результати. Запропоновано алгоритм визначення стану системи регуляції глікомії, в основі якого покладено аналіз результатів глукозотolerантного тесту. Результатом є розширення класифікаційна шкала регуляції глікомії — форма, зона ризику, порушення толерантності (латентна форма, діабет, що відноситься до залежної форми і має високу темп. проводить захід за порушенням профілактичних дій для запобігання зв’язку реальних порушень в системі регуляції глікомії. Алгоритм програмно реалізовано у трьох варіантах: для комп’ютерів, планшетів і для мобільних пристроїв під ОС Андроїд. Розроблена інформаційна технологія підтримки прийняття рішень у виборі адекватного режиму активності та харчування хворих на діабет забезпечує відповідь дисбалансу енергією, яка поступає в організм разом з вибрано користувачем меню (набором продуктів і блюда) і енергією, яка витрачається на різних видів запланованої діяльності (фізичної, інтелектуальної тощо).

Висновки. Використання у розробленні технології принципу зовнішнього комбінованого регулювання, який поєднує позитивні якості керування за збуренням і керування зі зворотним зв’язком за відхиленням, забезпечило можливість підвищити ефек-
типовость самоконтроля пациентом станию свого здоров’я. Реализация технологии у трьох модификациях: для стационарных комп’ютеров, планшетов и для мобильных пристроев під ОС Андроїд дає змогу зробити доступнішою інформаційну допомогу користувачеві з різним ступенем порушення регуляції вуглеводного обміну: на етапі доклінічної допомоги та на етапі лікування.
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Информационная технология поддержки самоконтроля при формировании рационального образа жизни для больных диабетом

Предложен алгоритм определения состояния системы регуляции гликемии, в основу которого положен анализ результатов глюкозотолерантного теста. Результатом является расширенная классификационная шкала регуляции гликемии — норма, зона риска, нарушенная толерантность (латентная форма), диабет — что повышает разрешающую способность стандартной методики и позволяет своевременно проводить мероприятия по применению профилактических действий для предотвращения проявления реальных нарушений в системе регуляции гликемии. Алгоритм программно реализован в трех вариантах: для компьютеров, планшетов и для мобильных устройств под ОС Андроїд.

Разработанная информационная технология поддержки принятия решений в выборе адекватного режима активности и питания больных диабетом дает возможность определить дисбаланс между энергией, поступающей в организм вместе с выбранным пользователем меню (набором продуктов и блюд) и энергией, которая расходуется на различные виды запланированной деятельности (физической, интеллектуальной и т.д.).
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